python 1

activity 1

Janet’s first game
Throughout the Python
Coding module you
will need to change
the Python code.
To do this you will need
to click on the white
areas of the code
and type in the blue
box.
Then press return to
update the code.

Sometimes you can enter any text. Sometimes you must enter a number.
For this first game you simply have to copy the word ‘won!’.
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activity 2

The Post Robot
You need to fire a rock onto the top
of the post robot so it will drop the
bridge. To do this you need to change
3 types of Python variables.

One solution is to change the
string variable to ‘small’.
Change the integer variable
to 60.
And change the floating
point variable to 7.8.
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activity 3

The wall of lasers

You need to
turn the lasers off.
To do this you
need to set the
3 variables so
the 3 ‘if’
statments are
met.
The string_password needs to = “snake”.
The integer_passnumber needs to = 123.
The boolean_blue_laser_on needs to = False.
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activity 4

Janet’s second silly game
A lot of this activity explains how Python
functions are set up. Functions are blocks
of code that do a particular task.

To complete this
activity you simply
need to change
the code to call the
win_function().
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activity 5

The dangerous stone path

You need to
program a
crawler robot to
follow a narrow
stone path to the
far side of this
room.
Crawler robots have
3 simple functions.
These are...
right()
left()
and go_forward(?).
You need to add a number when
you call the go_forward function
to tell the crawler robot how far
to move forward.
Go forward 4 = go_forward(4).
The first part of the program, the
part of the path you can see, is
done for you.
You need to add left() or right()
function commands followed
by go_forward(?) function
commands (with the correct
dictance).
Keep the crawler robot on the
path to the far side of the room.
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activity 6

The first gate computer

You need to print the
names of your team
that are going through
the gate.
You first need to store
the names of your team
in four string variables...
mob1 mob2 mob3 mob4
The names must be
copied exactly.

The next part of this activity you need to include these string variables
in a printed message.
You can do this by
adding a special code,
%s in a print statement.
Then, after the message,
add another % sign
followed by the string
variable you wish to
include.
All 4 string variables
need to be printed.
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activity 7

The second gate computer (part 1)

You first need to print out the sequence of
passnumbers, passwords and counts.
To do this you need to use a ‘for’ loop.
for loop_count in range (0,10):
print(loop_count)
This means loop_count will repeat 10 times.
Starting at 0 and going on to 1 less than the 10.

You need to change
the values of the
‘range’ so the
sequence is copied.
A correct answers is...
for loop_count in range (0 , 7):
print (”Passnumber 556677888”)
for loop_count in range (0 , 4):
print (”Password Pythonidae”)
for loop_count in range (3 , 9):
print (”count %d ” % loop_count)
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activity 7

The second gate computer (part 2)

You next need to print out the names of your team going through the
gate. As you did for the last gate.

This time the names need to be stored in a ‘list’.
mob_list = [ “Crawler Robot”,”Doctor Esme”,”Green Robot”,”mob 3”]
This really creates 4 variables which are...
mob_list[0] which = “Crawler Robot”
mob_list[1] which = “Doctor Esme”
mob_list[2] which = “Green Robot”
mob_list[3] which = “mob 3” (at the moment)

Finally you need to print these list varaibles out as part of a printed line.
As before you can use the %s code in the printed line to include a
variable. To print all 4 list variables you need to change the end of the
code lines to...
... called %s ... gate exit” % mob_list[0] )
... called %s ... gate exit” % mob_list[1] )
... called %s ... gate exit” % mob_list[2] )
... called %s ... gate exit” % mob_list[3] )
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activity 8

The crawler mines

You need to activate a crawler mine by copying four graphic shapes.
You can copy the shapes using the python
turtle graphics module.
You need to change the ‘for’ loops and the
turtle graphic turn and forward instructions.
The first shape to copy is
a square.
The range should be
(0,4):
The forward command
should move 140.
The second shape range
should be ( 0 , 6 )
The right turn should be
60.
The third shape the
range should be ( 0 , 9 )
The forward movement
should be 60.

Finally the last shape range should be
( 0 , 36 ).

